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Nowhere else in the world are the mountains of pasta larger, the ice
creams so delicious, or the coffee drinking as much of a sacred ritual.
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n Rome for foodies Peter Loewe takes us to visit his own regular haunts,
such as Trattoria Monti, which has been in the same family for decades.
Mama Franca Marziani holds the fort in the kitchen, her sons Enrico and
Daniele serve everything from swordfish roulades and carpaccio of duck breast to
highly addictive lightly frozen ice cream with almond biscotti and chocolate sauce.
Aside from all his own personal favourites Peter has also travelled far out into
Rome’s periphery, to find the most characteristic places in which the traditions
of Roman food and family recipes live on and where prices are low.
A guide to the restaurants of Rome is these days more important than ever.
Especially in central Rome, where the tourist traps have multiplied in pace with
the increase in the number of visitors. In the book we are given tips on over
one hundred trattorias, restaurants, pizzerias, bars, cafés, gelatorias, and where
to shop for food. We also read of the ongoing pizza wars in Rome, why Italians
are not fatter and what might be hiding in a true Roman belly.
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